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A national tollfreetoll free hotlinehatline staffed by american indians to
answer your questions about AIDS and related issues
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every year alycskaalytska upgrades sorting it out
and replaces equipment along

in fairbanks material is
the amilemmile800 mile route of the tramtrans separated by its previous use
alaska pipeline this creates salvageable pansparts and
hundreds of tons of surplus equipment such as vehicles
material and scrap and communication
everything from engine blocks instruments are sold at
to pipeline pieces the surplus sales the rest is
challenge is to sell or dispose separated again by metal
of these materials in a cost content
efficient environmentally the majority of recycledofrecycled
sound manner iron ferrousscrap contains or

As recycling technology materials these include
evolves more and more pipeline pieces automotive
materials can be reclaimed parts electelectricalrecallricall wirewim etc non
and used again although ferrous materials such as
the cost of developing and aluminum and copper are also
continuing recycling programs recycled advances in
is not yet fully offset by the recycling technology allow
amount alyc&kaalytska receives more and more ferrous and
for the scrap it sells recycling

non ferrous materials to be
will always be a part of recycled currently alyestaalycskaalyeska
alyeskasAlyeskas commitment to the

recycles an average of 141435
environment tons of scrap material each

month
getting it togethergether74

the first step isis collecting building on a
the material during the commitmentcourse of maintenance and
repair work along the line recycling protects the
alyestaalycskaalyeska employees determine environment and helps
what can be recycled maximize efficient use of our
collection bins are located at natural resources As it has
eight pump stations and two done for hethe past six years
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sinc1984sinceSinc 1984 an average cfq085185 tonsofscraptons ascrap have been nrrecycledcycled
everyyearevery year

camps along the haul road alyeskaalyesta will continue this
alyeskaalyesta also maintains comprehensive program and
collection bins at its fairbanks its commitment to explore

facilities once the collection new and better ways to recycle

bins are full empty trucks
returning to fairbanks back for more informinformationaaionation

haul the scrap in the bins from contact corporate affairs
the collection points and alyeskaalyesta pipeline service
deposit it at the companycompanyss company 1831s1835 S bragaw
nordalcyardnordale yard anchorage alaska 99512

on the job on the north pole chamber
0off Ccommerce0m merce aandnd seservesrves on

As representatives of tthehe Bboard0ard 0off Ddirectorsirecl 0rs forthefor the
alyeskaalyesta and k&kkak recycling yukon quest international
jim hart and bernie karl sled dog race
have formed an invaluable bernie karl Is the president
working partnership of k&kkak recycling which he

jim hart has lived in started in 1984 bernie is

fairbanks since 1974 and has always looking for new ways

been with alyeskaalyesta since 1981 to help preserve the
As warehouse supervisor of environment he currently
the nordale yard he directs serves on the alaska state
alyeskasAly eskas recycling efforts reforestation commission
in fairbanks he is a bernie has been an alaskan
representative for alyeskaalyesta resident since 1974
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